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Academic Success Center offers
peer advising for new UL students
Brittany LeJeune
NEWS WRITER

The Academic Success Center, located
in Lee Hall, room 115, is now offering peer
advising services to first-time freshmen
and sophomores. Peer advising provides
academic counseling with a fellow
undergraduate student who is prepared to
deal with the challenges most students face
when starting college.
“A Peer Advisor serves as an additional
unit of academic support for freshman
and sophomore students in the Academic
Success Center (ASC) at the University
of Louisiana at Lafayette,” the Academic
Advising website for the University of
Louisiana at Lafayette reads. “Peer advisors
help students select classes, provide
information on academic policies and
procedures according to the university’s
catalog, assist with registration questions
and waitlist procedures, and make
appropriate referrals to campus resources.”

“We are here to assist you.”
Academic Advisor Kelee Roddy
explained that peer advising is still a fairly
new resource and has only been available
since the Spring of 2021. She said, “(peer
advising) is a big initiative sweeping many
universities and we wanted to provide this
service to students and jumped on board.”
The Academic Success Center believed this
would be a great tool for students to utilize.
“I am excited to be at UL Lafayette and
really enjoy helping first-time freshman
navigate the transition from high school to
college, and I love providing all students
with the tools necessary to be successful
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Two students study on the edge of the fountain in the Quad on Sept. 27, 2021.

in the classroom while balancing life’s
demands in order to have the best student
experience as possible,” Roddy was quoted
as saying on the Academic Advising
website.
Alexis Stackhouse and Hiba Fazal-urRehman were selected for the position and
underwent an extensive training period
to learn how to counsel and assist other
students. The peer advisors understand
the process that students must navigate
to attend school and how to help them be
successful.
The peer advising staff is focused on
helping students with everything from
registration questions to how to handle a
hold on their accounts.
They can also assist with selecting classes,
learning how to schedule them, and what to
do after the semester starts. For example, if
a student would need to drop a class, they
can discuss this with a peer advisor and

receive help deciding whether they should
or should not stay in the class.
Alexis Stackhouse, peer advisor and
middle school education major, recalls
taking the time to help a student with the
decision to change their major. She took
into consideration the classes the student
wanted to take and those she was not doing
well with.
“We sat down together for fifteen
minutes just to look through the catalog
together,” she said.
Stackhouse explained that in the case of
changing a major they can refer the student
to career services to take the FOCUS 2. The
FOCUS 2 is a career assessment test that
can provide information about a student’s
interest and abilities to aid in the process of
changing their major.
The Academic Success Center is there to
provide the student with the information
they need to make a decision. The advisors

in the office are willing to help with any
type of question that a student might have.
“We are here to assist you,” Roddy said.
Many students struggle with asking for
help and the peer advisors are available
to provide them with the knowledge they
need.
Asking for help from an advisor can be
intimidating. Talking to a peer advisor
makes the student feel more comfortable
and they can easily relate to someone who
already has experience with the process.
“I am most looking forward to helping
freshmen, as I was also a confused
freshman last year. I have learned a lot and
looking forward to sharing information,”
Fazal-ur-Rehman was quoted as saying on
the Academic Advising website in response
to the question of what she is looking
forward to the most.
The Academic Success Center is a great
place for students to get their questions
answered because they can refer you to the
correct department and explain exactly
what to do from there to solve an issue.
Roddy explained a similar situation
when a student came to her in need of help
because she had been absent from school
and fell behind in her classes. Together they
made a plan and worked toward a solution
to get her back on track.
A good time to contact and utilize peer
advising services would be at the beginning
of the semester, before drop dates, and
in conjunction with advising for the next
semester.
There is no appointment if needed to
meet with a peer advisor in the office, but to
meet with one of them virtually you must
schedule an appointment.

Office of Disability Services provides
accomodations for students in need
Lena Foster
NEWS EDITOR

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette
has resources in place for disabled
students; however, some students want
more improvements to be made to create a
universal campus environment.
The Office of Disability Services provides
students diagnosed with a disability with
accomodations and accessibilities. To
receive the services, students must go
through a process involving an application
that requests proof of diagnosis from
a qualified specialist or physician and
a meeting where the student will sit
and discuss with the department to
individualize the accommodations.
Two examples of accommodations that
the department sets up are designated
notetakers and extended test times.
“So students come to us with a diagnosed
disability, and the job and focus of this
office is to implement accommodations
that work to provide equal access to
students with disabilities,” Carol Landry,

the University of Louisiana at Lafayette’s
Director of Disability Services said.
Although the process takes
approximately a week to complete after
students register, students should make
the effort earlier in the semester, even if
some might be reluctant to take that first
step. According to Landry, students are
encouraged to register before going further
in the semester.

“I think the thing that people
should focus on most is just
from listening to those who
have first hand experiences
with disabilities.”
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The Office of Disability Services is located on the first floor on Agnes Edwards Hall.

“I’ll see a student who hesitated to
register with our office at the start of the
semester. They want to do it on their own,
and then life kind of gets in the way. Their
disability gets in the way,” Landry said.
“And then they find themselves struggling.
For some students, it’s too late at that point.”
The transition to online learning due to

COVID-19 has affected some students with
challenges on Zoom meetings.
Difficulties such as communication
between the teacher and student have made
it harder for some disabled students to feel
academically equal and inclusive.
Caroline Mire, the vice president of the
UL Lafayette Beacon Club, shared her

concerns for her friends who are hard of
hearing and have trouble following their
professors’ lessons.
“It would be awesome for the university
to talk to its professors about considering

According to the dashboard as of
Monday, the university has confirmed
that 239 students and 246 faculty and
staff members contracted the virus and
750 students have told the university
they’ve tested positive. This means there
have been a total of 1,235 cases among
students, faculty and staff at UL Lafayette.
Confirmed positive tests include tests
taken by Student Health Services and

UL Lafayette Athletics, as well as tests
submitted to the university’s human
resources department by faculty, staff and
student workers. Self-reported tests were
taken by off-campus health care providers.
Students in this category sent their results
to the dean of students themselves,
according to the dashboard.
Last week, no faculty or staff members
tested positive. The university confirmed

that no students tested positive, and two
students reported that they tested positive,
according to the COVID-19 dashboard on
Monday.
This is an ongoing story. Stay with the
Vermilion for more updates.
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UL COVID-19 dashboard reports 7 new
cases last week, university total at 1235
Amelia Jennings
MANAGING EDITOR

There were seven new COVID-19
cases among students, faculty and staff at
the University of Louisiana at Lafayette
last week, according to the university’s
COVID-19 dashboard on Monday, Sept.
27, at 6:19 p.m.

Follow The Vermilion on Twitter
@TheVermilion for more updates
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DISABILITY ACCOMODATIONS

continued from page 1

things like closed captioning, especially on
Zoom meetings,” Mire said.
Other students feel as though
implements and guarantees to the
classroom would make the learning
environment for everyone better.
According to Wade Johnson, the copresident of the UL Lafayette Beacon Club,
clear masks would help students who have
hearing issues since some of them read lips.
Mire also suggested ensuring that the
audio for microphones used in the larger
lecture halls is properly checked and clear
to hear for students who have difficulty
hearing.
“There’s a lot of things they can work
on between like the professor and student
interaction, especially with larger classes,
so it’s a lot easier to know each individual
student and know their situations,”
Johnson said.
Organizations such as the UL Lafayette
Beacon Club gives all students a chance
to connect with others and establish a safe
space for themselves. The organization
promotes inclusiveness and awareness for
disabled students.
“We try to provide educational
opportunities, volunteer work and the
resources to be better friends and advocates
for individuals with disabilities,” Johnson
said.
Fundraising efforts for local non-profit
organizations are also incorporated in the
organization’s objectives.
During the organization’s years on
campus, different issues were resolved
with efforts from organization members

and leaders. However, more actions are
being taken to improve campus living for
everyone.
In the past, members of the organization
petitioned for the sidewalks to be easier
to maneuver for those who were visually
impaired, therefore the beeping sounds
that are heard from the traffic stops were
integrated.
Other recommendations were made by
members such as the installation of ramps
to Legacy Apartment buildings.
Current members are now preparing for
events such as Disability Awareness Week,
where they’ll have activities like a safety
walk, fashion show, movie night and a guest
speaker presentation.
According to Hiba Fazal-ur-Rehman, the
co-president of the UL Beacon Club, the
safety walk is a way for members to gather
in groups and go around campus to find
areas that need to be brought to attention.
With many new constructions, they want to
make sure that students are aware of it.
Two members of UL Lafayette’s safety
and construction would also join the
groups to help pinpoint areas as well.
According to Mire, before she joined
Beacon Club, she did not pay attention to
matters such as accessibility for disabled
people, but now she believes events like
this will give the general public a chance to
learn and empathize.
“I think the thing that people should
focus on most is just from listening to
those who have first hand experiences with
disabilities,” Mire said. “Having that open
ear and having an empathetic heart to
listening and being willing to accommodate
other people is something everyone should
focus on.”

Study Abroad Program
to return with additional
programs during 2022
Amelia Jennings
MANAGING EDITOR

The Study Abroad Program announced
on Sept. 20 that they would be running all
of the old programs and some new ones in
the summer of 2022.
According to Patricia Mouillé, the Study
Abroad Coordinator and Program Director,
the programs can vary in length depending
on the program, and students can earn
credits towards their degree.
“They range anywhere from 10 days to
six weeks, depending upon the program,”
Mouillé said. “And the students can earn
anywhere from three to nine credit hours,
again, depending upon the program.”
The program has also added programs in
Japan and Morocco, on top of the already
existing programs in France, Italy, England
and Costa Rica.
“Just this year, we’re really excited that
we’ve added programs in both Tokyo, Japan
and Rabat, Morocco, and so we’re excited
because the faculty members approached
us,” Mouillé said.
There are also options where students
can study for either a semester or a year in
another country, but that requires a oneon-one meeting with Mouillé.
“I work with those individuals, and then
they choose their destinations,” she said. I
assist them through the processes of what
they need to do, both here on the campus as
well as with the university that they’re going
to be working with.”
However, the costs of the programs have
also gone up. The current cost of the trip to
Morocco is $3399, not including the airfare,
and the trip to Costa Rica, the shortest one,
is $2695, again, without the price of the
flight.

Police Reports
Compiled by Adhamm Safford

Sept. 26

At 2:03 p.m., someone reported a composite picture of Lambda Chi Alpha
was stolen from a residence at Fraternity Row.
l

Sept. 25

At 10:24 a.m., someone reported that someone had removed parts from a
bicycle near Huger Hall and stolen a coffee mug.
l

Sept. 24

At 11:24 a.m., a traffic crash occurred at 110 E. Lewis St. between a silver
2004 Mercedes ML and a white 2010 Honda Accord.
l At 10:06 p.m., an incident of aggravated assault upon a dating partner with a
steak knife occurred at The Heritage Apartments. An ambulance was called.
l At 12:29 p.m., a student reported being stalked at Agnes Edward Hall.
l

Sept. 23

At 12:47 p.m., a crash occurred in the parking lot of Fraternity Row between a
red 2019 Honda Accord and a black 2012 Chevrolet Camaro.
l At 1:55 p.m., an employee fell and was injured at Martin Hall.
l At 2:00 p.m., someone reported their red 2020 Toyota Corolla was involved in
a hit and run incident at Girard Park Circle Garage.
l At 6:06 p.m., a suspicious person was reported at the UL Bus Barn.
l

Sept. 22

At 7:27 a.m., a red 2018 Nissan Rogue crashed into a wall on the 1st floor of
Olivier Parking Tower. An ambulance was called.
l At 9:00 a.m., a crash occurred near Building #1 in the Heritage Apartments
parking lot between a silver 2019 Kia Rio and a red 2007 Dodge Nitro.
l At 9:55 a.m., someone reported a part was stolen off their bicycle near Huger
Hall.
l At 12:13 p.m., someone reported that a tree branch had fallen on a silver 2019
Volvo XC60 and a silver 2013 Ford Explorer parked near the French House.
l At 3:36 p.m., a Parking and Transportation student employee reported they
were receiving harassing phone calls.
l At 9:18 p.m., someone entered a unit in Legacy Apartments and threw things
to the floor.
l

Sept. 21
l

At 10:35 p.m., a black and red bicycle was reported stolen from Legacy Park.

“The program cost is $2695, plus
University fees of $135, totaling $2830.
A late fee of $100 will be added to your
program cost after Dec. 15. Program cost
includes tuition for 3 credit hours, lodging,
most meals, field trips and excursions, and
academic activities,” reads the University of
Louisiana at Lafayette website.
However, there are scholarships available
for students, according to Mouillé.
“Our scholarships, which range in
the amount of anywhere from, I would
say, $500, to $1500, depending upon the
program,” she said. “Naturally the programs
that are a little longer, there tend to be a
little more expensive, so, we tend to get a
little bit more to those.”
There are also concerns with regards to
COVID-19 and the possibility of being
made to quarantine in another country.
The Study Abroad Program will decide
in February or March whether or not the
program will get the all-clear.
“We do have medical insurance that is
available to students to cover their illness.
And we would work with our third-party
vendors in reference to ensuring that they
are quarantined away from any other
students,” Mouillé said.
However, these students would still be
stuck in the country they have traveled to
until they test negative for COVID-19.
Mouillé said that the study abroad
program is something that students should
try their best to experience and that it has
been unfortunate that students have not
been able to go.
“Just the ability to overcome the
challenges, or maybe the fear, of living in a
new country,” she said. “That’s huge as well,
and I think it also helps them to kind of get
a grasp a better understanding of the world
at large.”
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Young Cajuns showing early success
for Coach Napier, expectations high
Zachary Nagy
SPORTS WRITER

For the Cajuns this season, a focal
point in their success has been the
production of the young players on
this roster. Offensively, it has been the
Emani Bailey and Montrell Johnson show
leading the run game.
The true freshmen one-two punch
has been huge for Coach Billy Napier’s
offense, taking pressure off of senior
quarterback Levi Lewis. Expanding the
run game gives Lewis the opportunity
to dive deeper into the playbook to keep
defenses on their toes every snap.
As receiver, sophomore Kyren Lacy has
shown in his first two seasons how he’s
capable of being a force for years to come.
His sheer strength and ability to reach
the ball at its highest point is what gives
him the chance to be a special receiver
coming out of the Sun Belt.
An elite recruit out of high school,
the success of Lacy has come as no
surprise. Still looking to improve on his
consistency, he’s a special talent with a
chance to break out for the Cajuns this
season.
On defense, with standout defensive
lineman Zi’Yon Hill out due to injury,
Cajun fans have gotten a taste of the
younger players on this roster. The line
has done an incredible job of stopping
the run game of opponents and limiting

their chances on a consistent basis.
The success Coach Napier has had in
the recruiting game is showing. Signing
elite talent and giving kids the chance
to get playing time in so young is what
makes the Cajuns such an attractive
destination.

“This defense has young
talent all over, but it’s the
offensive young studs who
have made an impact to this
point. Montrell Johnson
leading the rushing attack
has been a pleasant surprise
thus far. Racking up four
touchdowns against Ohio, it
was his breakout game with
more success on the
horizon.”
Ask sophomore cornerback Trey
Amos. The talented defensive back chose
to play for the Cajuns over SEC schools
such as Tennessee and many other
dominant programs. As a true freshman
a season ago, Amos saw action in all 11
games, even coming up with an
interception, looking to translate that
success to this year.
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Head Football Coach Billy Napier looks at the scoreboard while walking down the sidelines
as the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns take on the Arkansas State Red Wolves at Cajun Field on
October 27, 2018..

This defense has young talent all
over, but it’s the offensive young studs
who have made an impact to this point.
Montrell Johnson leading the rushing
attack has been a pleasant surprise thus
far. Racking up four touchdowns against
Ohio, it was his breakout game with more
success on the horizon.
This staff sees Johnson as the next great
back out of Acadiana. After pushing
both Elijah Mitchell and Trey Ragas
to the NFL last season, the Cajuns are
beginning to build quite the resume of
talented backs.

As Napier continues to excel in the
recruiting game and getting highly touted
players, their effectiveness will become
more and more prominent. With players
passing up chances to play at big schools
in order to get immediate playing time
here, it seems like this could be the new
norm.
The young players on this roster look
to dominate the rest of this season and
make their mark for years to come. With
Johnson leading this freshman group, it’s
only a matter of time until the success of
this unit reaches its max potential.

Where does the Sun Belt stand with the
potential college football realignment
Caleb Williams
SPORTS WRITER

The Sun Belt made it clear that they
were not to belt out of the conference
realignment conversation. On Sept.
9, commissioner Keith Gill said.
“Throughout this process, if we identify
a school that adds value to the Sun
Belt, we’ll certainly consider them for
membership,” Sun Belt Sports wrote.
This could mean a number of things.
Perhaps commissioner Gill knows that
some current members of the Sun Belt
are considering leaving, maybe the Sun
Belt has already made some unofficial
offers or it may not even be that deep.
If the Sun Belt has a suspicion that
some of their current members might
leave, the most likely suspects would be
Coastal Carolina or Appalachian State.
Coastal Carolina is a program in
college football that has consistently held
a big name along with a competitive
sports program and active crowd
engagement. They look to repeat another
great season as the program remains
ranked for the third week in a row in the

Associated Press poll.
Appalachian State is currently holding
a 3-1 record as they move into week four
and the two-time Sun Belt champions
would make a great addition to any
conference. These two programs have
what conferences look for and it makes
sense that if they were leaving, their
replacements would need to be found
quickly.
If the statement was released to slowly
ease the idea of new programs being
initiated, who those programs are would
be valuable information. The Sun Belt is
the only conference that has never played
for a Bowl Championship Series or a
New Years’ Six bowl. Adding a team that
might increase their chances of playing
in one of these bowl games would greatly
acknowledge the conference.
It has been some time since this
program has made a big impact, but
Fresno State’s competitiveness would
create noise in the Sun Belt. Marshall
Thundering Herd is another team that I
would not mind being in the conference.
Without any factual information,
predicting which teams would
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hypothetically join the conference is like
counting chickens before they hatch, you
simply do not know what will come.
Perhaps the statement was released just
for the press and I am reading too much
into it, but it is quite the headline. With
college football changing and conferences
switching/growing, a statement had to be
released. Many Louisiana fans have been
wondering what our program’s position
is with the conference realignments.
One thing for sure is that the Sun Belt

is a quality football conference that has
competitors who would draw major
attention.
Commissioner Gill said, “We feel very
good about the quality of our schools,
we take pride in who we are, and will
continue to build our programs and our
great conference.” The program remains
a competitive Group of Five Conference
and the commissioner wants to ensure
the best for its future.

Louisiana soccer winning streak ends
during game against South Alabama

Madelyn Myer
SPORTS EDITOR

After a dominating showing in their
recent games, the Ragin’ Cajuns soccer
team was set to continue their winning
streak. This two-game win streak was
tested as Louisiana faced their next foes
in a Sun Belt Conference match against
South Alabama. Unfortunately, that game
on the 26 saw Louisiana lose 1-0.
Prior to the South Alabama game, the
most recent game Louisiana won was
against Troy. It was actually the freshmen
that propelled the team to their 2-0
victory. Hailly Waterhouse and Tatum
Beck each scored in the second half and
with Louisiana’s defense, Troy was unable
to match them.
The game before that was the best of
Louisiana’s season. No other wins of the
season compare.
The Ragin’ Cajuns defeated Alcorn
State 7-0, setting a record for most
goals on the road. Karleen Bedre and
Rachel Sutter both scored a pair of goals.
Hailey Hoffmann, Alyssa Abbott and
Waterhouse added their own goals as
well. Five of the total goals were scored in
the second half.
This common theme of second-half
domination is great to see for the team.
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Junior Una Einarsdottir (8) moves the ball through traffic as the Ragin’ Cajuns take on the
Coastal Carolina Chanticleers on Sunday, Oct. 6, 2019..

This is heavily due to the fact that the
Cajuns defense matches the effort of their
offense. If the offense scores, the defense
works twice as hard to prevent the other
team from scoring in return. Their
teamwork, focus and fight all the way till
the last minute of the game is incredible.
This is why maintaining this
dominating showing is important.
Louisiana’s current overall record is 4-7
and they will need a lot of wins to get
their record back to high standards.
With only seven games left before the

SBC Championships, it is crucial to keep
this momentum going. It should also be
noted that their conference record is 1-2,
so it could go either way.
Prior to the phenomenal past two
games, other season wins were not as
impressive. Louisiana beat Southeastern
on Sept. 3 in a close 3-2 game. Their
other win came from the beginning of the
season on Aug. 20 against Prairie View A
& M. The Cajuns bested the Panthers 1-0
in their first official game of the season.
The Ragin’ Cajuns also had one game

that tied. This exhibition match against
McNeese went 1-1. The six losses were
not as close for Louisiana. In fact, during
the last week of August, Louisiana went
on a three-game losing streak.
On Aug. 22 Mississippi State beat
the Cajuns 2-0. This was followed by
an even worse loss on Aug. 26 when
Kentucky won against Louisiana in a
brutal 5-0 bout. Aug. 29 followed with
another upsetting loss, this time 4-0
versus Tennessee. Then came the quick
Southeastern win before picking up three
more losses in a row.
The Ragin’ Cajuns lost to Houston
2-0 on Sept. 5 and LSU 5-0 on Sept. 9.
These losses with no points on the board
seemed to become common. In the
next game on Sept. 16, Louisiana lost
1-3 competing against Georgia State.
Thankfully this game seemed to be the
turning point as the Cajuns were able to
score one point and begin their winning
streak in the next game against Alcorn
State.
The team has the skill and drive to
continue to win. They just need to
maintain the same level of confidence
they had in their wins against Alcorn
State and Troy and they will make it
far. The past South Alabama game is
hopefully just a temporary roadblock.
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Ariana Grande excels as new judge on
‘The Voice,’ makes her passion known
Madelyn Myer
SPORTS EDITOR

Season 21 of “The Voice” kicked off
with a bang last Monday. The coaches for
this season started the show by singing
together and proving just how great they
all are. In particular, Ariana Grande
and Kelly Clarkson sounded amazing
together giving their all for Aretha
Franklin’s “R.E.S.P.E.C.T.”
This leads me to my discussion for
today. Ariana Grande is a judge on this
season of “The Voice” and that is huge.
She is arguably the biggest pop star at
the moment and to have her on the show
will be quite an experience.
From the first episode, you could see
how invested she is once she turns her
chair around for an artist. She makes her
case for why she would be a good coach
each time and for those that do pick her,
she shows how genuinely happy she is.
And I just have to mention how iconic
she is for having a personalized “thank u
next” button.
In the case of the group The Girl
Named Tom, Ariana focused on how
often she works with harmonies, which
would be a huge asset for their group.
Ultimately they picked Kelly Clarkson,
but it’s just one example of the great
qualities Ariana has as a coach with so
much experience in the music world.
Ariana is a great vocalist and is
also gifted in writing and producing.
She got her start on Broadway and
has experience acting, meaning she
could help the winner of this season
explore those avenues if they wished.
Her connection with top producers
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like Pharrell and Tommy Brown and
songwriters like Tayla Parx and Victoria
Monét is also another huge advantage.
She has an ear for talent and will do
anyone on her team justice.
In fact, she’s already starting just that.
Each member of Team Ariana receives
a lunchbox that includes items to help
soothe their voice. Ariana went through
a period in her career where she wasn’t
being a healthy singer, meaning her voice
was getting damaged, even suffering a
vocal cord hemorrhage, but she has since
made improvements. She now knows
that you have to treat your vocal cords
like a well-maintained instrument.

Besides caring for their vocal cords,
Ariana is genuinely excited to work with
these talented artists. She’s showing her
love and support on the show as well as
in real-time on social media.
Beyond the support of Ariana, you
better believe her presence will be known
when it comes to voting. With her social
following alone, it will be tough to beat
her team when voting starts.
A lot of criticism comes from “The
Voice’’ because those that do win don’t
really become superstars like their coach
counterparts. I think Ariana could be the
coach to change that.
If someone from her team wins, I

think they can really become someone
big. I mean imagine someone from her
team opening up for her on her next
tour or just a simple post about their
first single. That in itself will generate
multiple articles or shares from her
celebrity friends.
I think Ariana has the passion and
experience to dethrone Blake Shelton as
one of the best coaches on “The Voice.”
I think she already has a good pool of
talented singers on her team that will go
all the way to the finals. My pick for this
season on “The Voice” is Team Ariana.

Finding peace in the Japanese sport
that is built on violence and aggression
Adhamm Safford
COLUMNIST

Samurai almost seem like mythical
figures today, but they were as real as
any of us. Men that lived their entire
lives by the sword, who passed on their
experiences through martial arts schools,
word-of-mouth, writings and so on.
Though the samurai have long since
died out, their traditions never have.
Everything they taught and trained in are
still widely practiced in kendo.

In a time where we’re
saddled with so much all at
once, all the time, kendo
was freeing.
Kendo is a Japanese sport/martial art
that involves two people in armor trying
to hit each other with bamboo swords,
somewhat similar to fencing. There’s a
great deal of technique and precision
involved since you can only strike specific
areas of the body to score, and these
techniques derive from traditional
Japanese swordsmanship. That’s what got
me into it in the first place. I was getting
pretty into this manga about samurai at
the time and managed to find a place
relatively close to me that was offering free
classes for beginners.
It was at an international school for
Japanese students. More specifically,
it was a dojo in the school’s basement,
for some reason. There were just a few
people there for the beginner’s class when
I went. We didn’t bring any fancy armor
or equipment or anything—we all just
showed up on the day that the website told
us to.
There were some other people
practicing, though we had no idea
what they were doing or what we were
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supposed to be doing. Eventually a woman
showed up to introduce herself as our
sensei and let us borrow some wooden
swords to train with. They were the same
kind that samurai started using when
they realized that training with actual,
sharpened swords might not be the best
idea.
She taught us the basics: how to stand,
how to move, how to swing. Everything
was particular and felt unnatural at first.
So for a while, we just practiced with those
wooden swords, learning proper footwork
and striking. Even back then when I
actually worked out and was decently
fit, swinging that thing around for an
hour could get pretty tiring. And you
had to yell something in Japanese every
time to channel your “fighting spirit” or
something like that. A few months in, and
we were putting on armor and switched
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to bamboo swords that we used to whack
each other instead of just swinging at the
air.
But despite how loud it was—on
account of all the yelling and the sounds
of bamboo hitting armor—there was a
certain sense of peace to it all. Every class
began and ended with a brief meditation
to empty your mind. The place was full of
people from all walks of life with all kinds
of troubles.
The student dealing with relationships
and the ever-increasing pile of work.
The office worker with an uncaring and
incompetent manager. The old man with a
terminal diagnosis. There was something
purifying about being able to shout at the
top of your lungs while swinging around a
sword, knowing that you’re experiencing
part of a rich history and tradition that
others in centuries past lived through.
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It required focus, and demanded that
you think about nothing but the present
moment. In a time where we’re saddled
with so much all at once, all the time,
kendo was freeing. It was a place where
you could leave your worries at the door,
or just work out all your frustrations.
If you’re interested in trying kendo, then
get ready for some disappointment. The
only place I could find in the state for it
is the New Orleans Kendo Club, though
after doing some digging I’m not even
sure if they’ve opened up since the start of
the pandemic yet. So if you were looking
for another reason to move out of the
state, there it is. Nothing’s stopping you
from finding a nice stick and swinging it
around on your own though. Just don’t do
it in public.
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UL President offers ultimatum: Either
lower Griffin or raise rest of campus
Cole Broussard
DESIGN MANAGER

SATIRE — University of Louisiana at
Lafayette’s immortal president, Dr. Savoie,
has given administration an ultimatum:
they must either lower Griffin Hall or
raise campus.
This announcement comes after
years of pressure from the Office of the
President. In previous statements, those
close to Savoie have indicated his opinion
of Griffin Hall has been, for lack of a
better word, unfavorable.
“We don’t know why he’s doing this.
His office is full of red yarn connecting
pictures of Griffin to Microsoft Paint art
of squirrels that he printed out from his
computer. It just doesn’t make any sense,”
an administrative assistant who wishes to
remain anonymous said.
As unusual as this behavior might
seem, it echoes a sentiment that students
have expressed since time immemorial.
Like, yeah, we get it. Griffin Hall is five
stories high, and studies conducted by
independent researchers indicate that that
number is growing by a rate of at least
zero.
For many students, the stupid building
is just too darn high. How are you
expected to participate in a 400-level
discussion as to whether or not Lady
Macbeth was a girlboss when climbing
the stairs leaves you out of breath for 45
minutes? It’s understandable that Savoie,
a representative of the students, would
want to address this concern. At this time,
it’s uncertain if Savoie himself will be
recognized by the university as a girlboss,
but his recent statement definitely puts
him in the running.
The president’s statement also details
how exactly campus life would be
affected by this change, regardless of
whether Griffin Hall is lowered or the
rest of campus is raised. For starters, the
university would only have to suspend
classes for about seven years. This would
give students time to watch a lot of
Marvel movies, which makes sense given
UL Lafayette’s recent announcement that
they’ll be partnering with the media giant
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in a soon-to-be-announced blockbuster
hit.
Students shouldn’t worry though; it’s
rumored that Marvel will allow students
to keep their current credits as long as
they buy tickets to WandaVision: The
Musical on Broadway every year until
campus reopens.
This time will also give the university
time to figure out exactly just how it’ll
equalize campus. Being the lowest point
on campus, Cypress Lake will most likely
cease to exist if the campus is raised.
In its place, we’ll hopefully receive a
memorial in honor of all the femalepresenting alligators who were lost during
construction. And instead of being raised
to a new height, Judice Rickels Hall
will probably be demolished forever for
obvious reasons. Likewise, the ancient
statue beneath Judice Rickels Hall was
unavailable for comment.
If Griffin Hall is lowered, however,
even more problems will arise. It begs the
question: which floors will be removed?
When asked about this issue, students had
varied opinions.
“I’m scared that with less space, Honors

seminars will fall to the wayside. Right
now, students talk about such poignant
topics,” Junior anime major Angel Grace
said.
Other students offered proposals about
how to decide which floors are removed:
some ideas included hosting a Griffin
Hall-esque Hunger Games in which
professors will fight for their offices,
blindfolding the wrecking ball operator
and reassembling the entire building
horizontally. Regardless, it’s uncertain
as to what this decision would mean for
whoever it is that actually likes Griffin
Hall.
When approached for comment, other
buildings on campus also had plenty to
say about Savoie’s ultimatum.
“It’s about time that oversized shack
was taken down a peg. I don’t care if
I’m raised or that poser gets lowered.
I just want to watch the world burn,”
Rougeou Hall said. Maxim-Doucet Hall
was particularly unphased by the entire
ordeal and refused to comment until I
correctly said what “PEMDAS” stood
for. When I told them I was an art major,
they blocked me on all forms of social

media. When Fletcher Hall was asked
about construction, all they could say was
“kill me,” and similarly, Bourgeois Hall
responded by saying “what are you guys
talking about over there? I can’t hear you.”
Whether campus is raised or lowered
is entirely up to the Student Government
Association. Current students should
absolutely vote for whichever candidate
they think will bring positive change to
our university. This would also give The
Vermilion the opportunity to report on
students voting in SGA elections for
the first time ever, so it’d be pretty epic
regardless.
No one knows exactly what Savoie will
do if his ultimatum isn’t honored. Perhaps
the long-rumored demon invasion from
hell will be unleashed onto campus,
which would be pretty sadface. I think
we can all agree that some sort of blood
oath or ritual sacrifice has taken place for
Savoie to be this insistent. Even now, I can
feel the eyes of some dark, cosmic entity
that’s waiting to consume me. Cayenne...
is that you? Please don’t hurt my children,
I’m beg—

What makes Europe so much better
than United States: Prices and more
Amelia Jennings
MANAGING EDITOR

In my humble and completely unbiased
opinion, Europe as a whole is better than
the United States.
I have been to Europe three times,
twice to France, twice to Italy, once to
The Netherlands, once to Switzerland and
once to Poland. And oh my goodness, is
the public transportation better.
There are trains, first of all, that you
can use to travel all across Europe, and
in between cities in individual countries,
and, at least in Warsaw, you can take a
metro between places in the city. Plus,
there are buses that don’t suck. They
arrive on time and everyone uses them.
There are also intricate bike lanes and
sidewalks. In a lot of places, you can even
rent scooters and mopeds to get you
where you need to go.
Not only is this way better for the
environment, it is also so much less
expensive. When I was in Poland, I was
able to buy a 75-minute metro ticket in
Warsaw for .59 cents, or 2.20zł (złoty).
The tickets between cities are obviously
more expensive, but a train ticket between
Poznań and Warsaw is only between 15
and $20.
If you have a car, you need to worry
about gas, oil and general maintenance.
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If your car starts making a funny noise,
or there’s a new warning light, or the air
conditioning suddenly stops working,
that is all on you. And it is an expensive
pain to deal with.
According to AAA.com, the cost of
owning a car has gone up as well.
“Overall, the average annual cost of

new vehicle ownership climbed to $9,282,
or $773.50 a month. That’s an increase
of $433 – or nearly 5% – from last year,”
the website said. “Drilling down further,
AAA found that average costs increased
in every expense category.”
These expense categories include the
cost of fuel, maintenance, insurance and
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the cost of registration.
This isn’t to say that Europeans don’t
own cars, however my friend is looking
for one right now, but it also isn’t a ride or
die so to speak.
Another benefit of living in Europe
is the fact that tax is included in the tag
on items. Is this as big of a benefit? No.
However, it is really cool to see that an
item costs €2 and then hand the cashier
that amount and be done. You know
exactly how much you will need to have.
They also have coffee vending
machines. I had so many cappuccinos
that only cost $1.33. Admittedly, this is
because the currency in Poland is worth
less than the currency here; however, the
fact that we do not have coffee vending
machines is a crime against humanity.
Europe isn’t always amazing, and there
are a few things that the United States
does better, like air conditioning. A lot of
European homes do not have A.C. and
that really sucked considering I was there
in August.
However, the lows at night are much
lower than they are here in August, so it
really isn’t the worst thing in the world
when you can just open the window.
After I graduate, I do plan on moving
to France, and while I know that Europe
as a whole isn’t, A. one country, and B.
all sunshine and rainbows, I do prefer it
majorly over the United States.
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Arriving in midOctober.

“How are your classes going
this semester?”
Sierra Sneed-Haynes
KINESIOLOGY JUNIOR

“I’m trying to get back
into that groove I had
freshman year, but it’s
going good class-wise.
Just having to study for
exams, that’s the hard
part.”
Kennedi Watkins
HEALTH INFORMATICS

SOPHOMORE

“It’s going pretty great I
guess. It’s going. I can
say that! Just trying to
pass at this point.”
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Ceira Jones
NURSING

SOPHOMORE

“They’re going okay. For
the most part. For right
now. Still pretty early.”

Brian Jeanpierre Jr.
BROADCASTING

JUNIOR

“Classes going great.
I’m doing my major
classes now so yeah it’s
starting to get real.”

Sidney Madison
FINANCE

JUNIOR

“They’re going pretty
good so far. And so far
that the new mandates
with the capacity limit
increase helps.”

Neveah Bonk

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

JUNIOR

“My classes so far are
really good because
I feel like I’m actually
motivated and going to
class. I feel back in that
groove of doing things
and staying on task.”
Sounding Off is a section devoted to the voice of students. Views
expressed in Sounding Off do not reflect those of UL Lafayette
administrators, faculty, staff or other students.
Photos and interviews by Malik Jones.
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